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The Art of Production Environment
Engineering

Abstract

Sun™ servers have entered the traditional datacenter environment, where system

availability, manageability, and service availability are the key components of

providing a solution to business requirements. By addressing the operating

environment, as well as the application environment using an established,

encompassing "production environment" lifecycle plan, robust solutions can be

safely and reliably placed into production, and evolved to meet the changing and

growing needs of the business.

This article will address the production environment needs of the datacenter

production environment using the International Organization for Standardization

(ISO) Fault, Configuration, Application, Performance, Security (FCAPS) model, the

ITIL (Information Technology Infrastructure Library) framework, a basic IT reference

model, and the SunReady Methodology’s roadmap to production. This provides

an encompassing view of the infrastructure requirements and timelines necessary to

successfully launch, manage, and maintain a new, or refresh an existing datacenter

service.

Successful production environment implementations are the product of careful

planning and design. This can be considered a science as the topic of datacenter

production environments has been studied and analyzed for decades. Balancing the

business objectives, the explosive growth of Internet business, and the integrity and

safety of the critical business services can definitely be classified as an art.
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Introduction

With the exponential growth of the Internet and consumer electronic commerce on

the Internet, service quality has become a key component of success. Electronic

commerce and commercial portals on the Internet expose the business front office, as

well as the related business back office systems to scrutiny by the direct consumer

and the news media. A problem in the datacenter is no longer an “internal”

problem.

Traditional “glass house” datacenter environments are generally familiar with the

concepts of production environment standards for operational policies and

procedures, but are unprepared for the exponential growth experienced by the fast-

paced dot.com consumer markets. These glass house environments must learn to

adapt to the fast-paced Internet economy, and be prepared to quickly adapt to the

new model of instantaneous, direct customer contact, and an environment where

exponential growth has become a standard in successful ventures. They must realize

that the traditional model of multi-layered sales and distribution retail markets are

being challenged by the new access model that includes direct interaction between

the corporate IT systems and the customer, with competition just a customer’s

mouse click away.

The dot.com startup Internet business has a related challenge. While their business

model relies on exponential growth in order to survive the highly competitive

Internet business environment, they often lack the datacenter policies, procedures,

and experience to manage a datacenter production environment through the growth

that some successful Internet businesses have displayed in recent years. By learning

from the cumulative experience of their more traditional predecessors, the dot.com

can implement best practices for production environment architecture, while

retaining the flexibility necessary to thrive in the dot.com market.

Frameworks

An IT framework is necessary to define the scope of coverage in the production

environment. The framework consists of generalized topics to be designed and

implemented in the production environment. Frameworks are also useful in

determining staffing and organizational requirements based on broad categories of

IT services. Examples of some traditional topics include:

■ Backup and Restore

■ Change Control

■ Security
2 The Art of Produciton Environment Engineering • June 2000



■ Performance/Capacity Management

■ System Management

■ Application Management

■ Network Management

■ Disaster Recovery

■ Facilities Management

Some of the categories defined in the framework are company-wide, some are

datacenter specific, some are system specific, and others are application specific. For

example, the security group could manage security policy and administration for the

entire company, while a facilities management resource could be designated for each

of several disparate datacenters. The application management resource could be

dedicated to a single server, or set of service instances throughout multiple

datacenters.

The ISO FCAPS Framework

The ISO defined a framework for managed objects in a networked enterprise in their

Guidelines for the Definition of Managed Objects contained in the Open Systems
Interconnection (OSI): Structure of Management Information standard. The OSI structure

defines five categories of managed objects, covering basic categories of enterprise

support operations.

FIGURE 1 ISO FCAPS High Level IT Framework

These categories can be applied to network management systems (the intended

purpose), or expanded to include the skills, tools, and capabilities in datacenter

operations and management.
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Extended Frameworks

Each of the categories in the IT framework can be broken down into smaller pieces,

describing the responsibilities of the group providing the service associated with

that category. This expanded list of IT capabilities is called the IT Extended

Framework (ITEF).

TABLE 1 Example IT Extended Framework

The ITEF provides an excellent checklist for datacenter capabilities, skillsets, and

product coverage, as well as a framework to begin establishing the logical structure

for datacenter policies and procedures, independent of operating system, server

type, or application type. Several levels of criticality can be assigned, such as

mission critical, business critical, business support, and incidental, in order to assign

differing levels of IT support to the categories of IT services established by the ITEF.

An ITEF can be further broken down to establish functional responsibility, and

provide more detailed information about the services to be provided in the ITEF.

These functional responsibilities can be represented as either a table of departmental

responsibilities (see TABLE 2), and explicitly declared in an IT service coverage

document defining the departmental responsibilities.

Fault Management

Customer Service

Incident Management

Backup and Recover

Disaster Recovery

System Administration

Fault Protection
4 The Art of Produciton Environment Engineering • June 2000



TABLE 2 Example FCAPS IT Extended Framework

FCAPS Extended Framework

By expanding the FCAPS IT framework to include descriptive categories of IT

service coverage, we can define an ITEF based on FCAPS. This ITEF can be

represented in a tree structure, viewable as a series of webpages, with a tree

structure that allows the consumer to easily navigate to the level of detail needed.

This drill-down structure is key for implementing ITEF in an easily accessible,

shared presentation, for inclusion in online system runbooks.

Backup and Recovery

Tape Pool Management

User Data Restoration

System Backup

Data Backup Integrity Tests

Data Backup Integrity Tests

Offsite Tape Archive Rotation
The Art of Production Environment Engineering 5



FIGURE 2 ISO FCAPS IT Extended Framework

Presentation of the logical architecture is important in presenting a unified IT

management and operations strategy to both the end-user service consumer

organizations, and business level management for SLA creation and service

capability interpretation.
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IT Service Coverage Document

The IT service coverage document should include a general statement describing the

category of coverage, as well as statements describing the individual services and

areas of authority in the IT environment. The service coverage document can

provide assistance in tool selection, as well as staffing and training requirements. By

establishing categories of coverage, the services provided by the IT department are

well defined, allowing enforcement and auditing policies to be established across the

IT operating environment.

This example Service Coverage Document for Change Management can serve as a

guideline, but should be adjusted based on local policies and conventions:

Change Management

The change management system is the vehicle for recording, authorizing,

monitoring and reporting of all changes to the Open Systems environment. The

primary services and responsibilities provided are:

■ Single auditable mechanism for handling all changes integrated with the

enterprise change management system

■ Review process for authorizing changes including all interested parties

■ Process for ensuring all changes are tested and validated with tested back out

procedures

■ Change process reporting procedure incorporated within the SLA reporting

process

■ Mechanism for reviewing changes not authorized through the change

management procedure.

■ Control of software development and maintenance for applications and packages,

including source code, executable code and parameter files, plus the provision of

release management and audit control

■ Software distribution of applications, operating systems
and packages to the distributed platforms in a controlled
and audited manner .
The Art of Production Environment Engineering 7



The IT Service Model

The IT Service Model (ITSM) introduces levels of criticality, levels of service, and

“Big Rules” to the ITEF. This multi-level approach extends the natural “drill- down”

structure for IT services.

FIGURE 3 Drill-down IT Document Hierarchy Example

The ITSM can be implemented across platforms and used to create Service Level

descriptions for use in SLAs between the end-user consumer organizations, and the

IT resource provider organizations. Differing levels of service can be used to
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produce a chargeback structure for IT services (where appropriate), as well as an

automated, standardized, repeatable, and simplified SLA creation and auditing

process.

This sample Service Level Description for User Data Backup can be used as a

guideline, but should be modified to adhere to local datacenter policies and

conventions:

Service:

User Data Backup

Service Schedule:

Maintenance Window Task

Service Levels:

Mission Critical

User data will be backed up to the central backup management system, using a

full backup on a daily schedule.

Chargeback:

$1000 + $80 / 100 GB per month

Business Critical

User data will be backed up to the central backup management system, with

weekly full backups, and daily incremental backups.

Chargeback:

$500 + $60 / 100 GB per month

Business Support

User data will be backed up to a locally attached tape system, with weekly full

backups, and daily incremental backups

Chargeback:

$200 + $40 / 100 GB per month
The Art of Production Environment Engineering 9



Applying ITIL

The Central Computing and Telecommunication Agency (CCTA) of the UK began

publishing volumes of their established best practices for IT operations in 1978. The

24 volumes, titled “Information Technology Infrastructure Library” (ITIL), describe

the CCTA’s operational procedures, and discuss their application and logistics in a

production datacenter environment.

ITIL has evolved over the years, being studied, adopted, and adapted by many IT

organizations and vendors of management tools. The Examination Institute of the

Netherlands (EXIN), has established certification programs granting Foundation,

Practitioner, and Master levels of expertise to the categories of Service Support,

Service Delivery, and IT Management.

One key benefit of ITIL is that it has helped to identify the inter-dependencies

inherent in IT management organizations. For example, backups must be scheduled

through the batch job scheduling system, and report errors and status through the

enterprise monitoring and management system, escalating through the service desk,

in order to notify the technology owner, or system administrator.

With a properly organized IT framework and extended framework, these inter-

dependencies and process flows can be documented, and the procedures for

implementation and operation can be integrated into the documentation describing

the service.

ITIL establishes policies, and not implementations. It remains operating system,

hardware platform, and application independent, but can be used as a guideline for

creating the “big rules” to be used in the ITEF, which can then be implemented

based on service levels, operating system, hardware, and application capabilities.

The Sun BluePrints program, the collective experience of the IT staff, technical

publications and conferences, and the Sun Education Services can be used to

supplement the existing knowledge for implementation of the established policies in

the ITEF.

SunReady Program Approach

Sun Professional Services has developed a service and project methodology for

applying the FCAPS framework, a framework generated from ITIL, creating a

unified extended framework for IT operations. This SunReady Methodology utilizes

ITIL as a guideline for best practices in mission critical environments, along with the

accumulated best practices of our collective experiences. We then created sets of
10 The Art of Produciton Environment Engineering • June 2000



“big rules” for implementation, weighting the criticality of each service in delivering

the service levels promised by the customer IT department to the end-users of the

specified services.

By creating this multi-level approach to each IT service, we are able to establish a

scoring model, predicting the ability of the current IT infrastructure to satisfy the

requirements of the end-user service level objectives. This IT capability gap analysis

can then be used to create a high level architecture for the IT infrastructure necessary

to supplement the current established IT operations services, before the end-user

service is placed into production. The high level architecture is optimally created

before the pilot phase of the application development lifecycle.

The implementation of supplemental service capabilities shadows the application

development lifecycle from the architecture through the pilot, development,

integration, deployment, and sustaining phases. The IT service capabilities can then

be tested and assessed simultaneously with the application’s functional, stress,

crash, and disaster recovery test cycles, and then promoted into the live production

environment in parallel with the new end-user environment.

Attaching the IT infrastructure development lifecycle to the application development

lifecycle identifies the dependencies between organizations and resources, and

documents the information flow necessary to establish unified timelines for tasks

and deliverable for project management. This assures that the underlying IT services

required by the end-user service level objectives are in place before the end-users are

introduced into the production environment.

Monitoring and Management

Service Level Management is the key to maintaining the production environment. By

establishing the rules of engagement, the capabilities necessary to support the

service level objectives, and the tools for use in the production environment, the

entire production infrastructure can be monitored and measured. Violations of the
The Art of Production Environment Engineering 11



scope defined in the Service Level Agreements (SLA’s) and measured exceptions to

the agreed upon performance and management criteria can be addressed and

resolved quickly, minimizing the impact on the business.

FIGURE 4 IT Business Reference Model

In this business reference model, the flow of information has been defined, with the

Service Desk established as the center of the management information. The Service

Desk controls information, brokers requests, audits request completion, and

provides service level reporting services to the IT service management groups, as

well as the business service end-user community.
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FIGURE 5 IT Business Reference Model

The Service Desk also brokers action items for the support organizations, both

internal and external, and audits the completion, impact, and duration of service

events. By controlling the dispatch of support activities, the affected end-user service

levels can be monitored, resulting in vendor and end-user SLA and Service Level

Objective (SLO) adjustments, penalty assessment, enforcement, or arbitration where

necessary.

Conclusion

Production Environment Engineering may appear to be an obscure art. By studying

the collective experiences of the traditional datacenter community, and applying

proven best practices through an organized and well defined methodology of service

coverage, it can be converted into a well understood science, with predictable

quality of results. Creating reusable templates, documents and processes for design,
The Art of Production Environment Engineering 13



implementation, and integration of datacenter services in production environments

can result in higher qualities of services, lower service delivery costs, and less

replication of effort. Defining the framework, extended framework, reference

models, and timelines, adhering to them, and enforcing them within IT production

environments can help to deliver end-user services with repeatable quality of

service. These define the actions necessary to keep the modern open system

datacenter as well organized and well managed as the best of our traditional

mainframe predecessors.
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